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Transmitter programming:

A. Open the driver’s door (press and hold in brake pedal on Remote Start only system);

NOTE: On vehicles with negative polarity door ajar switch input circuits (Refer to the vehicle specific
programming section), the door is closed during this step unless the door ajar switch input polarity option
has been previously changed to negative.

B. Turn the ignition key to the ON or RUN position;
C. Press and hold the programming/override button;

After 10 seconds the horn will chirp 3 times, indicating the system is now in the transmitter learn mode.
D. Release the programming/override button;
E. Press transmitter button 1(  on all, except RMST system which is   ) on the on the remote control transmitter to

be programmed.
The horn will chirp one time to indicate that the transmitter has been learned.

Notes:
A. Up to a total of 8 transmitters can be programmed at this time
B. Transmitters shipped with complete kits or personality kits are pre-programmed to the DNA and do not need to be

programmed at this time.
C. If the vehicle is equipped with memory seats/functions, the last two transmitters programmed will activate the memory

seats/functions.
D. All programmed transmitters can be erased from memory by pressing the door trim switch “unlock button” while in

transmitter learn mode (requires that the Disarm input and Unlock sense input wires be connected)

System Programming Instructions

1

Each system has several user programmable options which can be changed to accommodate different vehicle options and/
or consumers desires. Virtually every installation will require that some option(s) to be changed. Charts listing the options
for each system and the factory default settings are located on the following pages.

Option programming:
A. Follow the instructions above to enter transmitter learn mode;
B. Press and release the programming/override button.

The horn will chirp four times indicating the system has entered the first option bank.
Note:
Depending upon the system that you are working with, there will be anywhere from 2 – 5 option programming banks. Each
option bank contains anywhere from 2 – 8 options.

To change the setting of an option (Remote control systems):
A. Press button 3 (see chart to the right) to advance to the desired option (refer to

the programming charts on the following pages for the specific system that you
are programming;
The horn will chirp a number of times to indicate which option is selected (i.e. Two
chirps indicates that option number two has been selected).

B. Press the button 1 to change the setting of the option
The status LED indicates the setting of the option: LED ON indicates that the
option is on, LED OFF indicates that the option is off.

Note:
Pressing transmitter button 2 while in any option bank will reset all options, except for
the “Installer” options and the shock sensor to their factory settings. The system will
respond by chirping the horn 4 times.
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To change the setting of an option (VSS system):
A. Press the door trim “Lock” switch to advance to the desired option (refer to the programming charts on the following

pages for the specific system that you are programming;
The horn will chirp a number of times to indicate which option is selected (i.e. Two chirps indicates that option number
two has been selected).

B. Press the door trim “Unlock” switch to change the setting of the option
The status LED indicates the setting of the option: LED ON indicates that the option is on, LED OFF indicates that the
option is off.

Note:
Pressing the door trim switch “lock button” while in transmitter learn mode will reset all options to their factory default
settings, except for the installer options and shock sensor settings. The system will respond by chirping the horn 4 times.

To advance to the next option bank:
A. At any point while in option programming, press and release the programming/override button to advance to the next

option bank.
The horn will chirp a number of times, indicating which option bank the system has entered (i.e. 5 chirps indicates
that the system is in option programming bank #2. Refer to the option programming chart to correlate the horn chirps
to option bank).

System Programming Instructions (Con’t)
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3          Shock sensor setting (not applicable to RKE, RMST or RKE/RMST systems)

A). How to Properly Adjust Shock (Lite Touch & Full Shock) Sensor
Settings Using a Transmitter (RKE/VSS/RMST, Deluxe RKE/VSS,
RKE/VSS - see next page for VSS instructions):

Note: Powercode Systems with Alarm Feature contain one internal shock sensor with two different settings, Lite
Touch and Full Shock.  When the vehicle is armed, the force which chirps the horn due to impact is determined by
the Lite Touch level setting.  When the vehicle is armed, the force at which sounds the alarm due to impact is
determined by the Full Shock level setting.  THE FULL SHOCK LEVEL SHOULD ALWAYS BE LESS SENSITIVE THAN
LITE TOUCH LEVEL.

#1). Locate Override button coming from Powercode Module (usually mounted in driver’s side kick panel or under dash).

#2). Open driver’s door and turn key to ON position.

#3). Press and hold Override Button until horn chirps.

#4). Press again until FOUR chirps are heard.  This is option bank #1.

#5). Press button THREE (scroll down) to select first option in option bank #1.
       The horn will chirp once to indicate first option in option bank #1.

This is the Lite Touch Adjustment Programming Option.  When in this programming option the vehicle will CHIRP the
horn when an impact is detected.

To test and adjust current sensitivity level: Start with a light tap on outer rim of steering wheel with open palm of hand.
Gradually increase force of tap until horn chirp is detected.  This should be set to chirp at a Light to Medium Impact
level.

Pressing UNLOCK button on Powercode transmitter will decrease sensitivity. Pressing LOCK will increase sensitivity.

#6). When properly adjusted Press button THREE (scroll down) to select second option in option bank #1. The horn will
chirp twice to indicate second option in option bank #1.

This is the Full Shock Adjustment Programming Option.  When in this programming option the vehicle will CHIRP the
horn when an impact is detected.

To test and adjust current sensitivity level: Start with a light tap on outer rim of steering wheel with open palm of hand.
Gradually increase force of tap until horn chirp is detected.  This should be set to chirp at a High impact level.

Pressing UNLOCK button on Powercode transmitter will decrease sensitivity. Pressing LOCK will increase sensitivity.

Only a High impact of open hand on steering wheel should cause a chirp.  Light to Medium impacts need to be adjusted
down by pressing the UNLOCK button on Powercode key fob.

#7). When completed, turn key to OFF.

#8). Arm system and recheck the new settings.

System Programming Instructions (Con’t)
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                      Shock sensor setting (not applicable to RKE, RMST or RKE/RMST systems)

B). How to Properly Adjust Shock (Lite Touch & Full Shock) Sensor Settings
Using the Trim Switch (VSS):

Note: Powercode Systems with Alarm Feature contain one internal shock sensor with two different settings, Lite
Touch and Full Shock.  When the vehicle is armed, the force which chirps the horn due to impact is determined by
the Lite Touch level setting.  When the vehicle is armed, the force at which sounds the alarm due to impact is
determined by the Full Shock level setting.  THE FULL SHOCK LEVEL SHOULD ALWAYS BE LESS SENSITIVE THAN
LITE TOUCH LEVEL.

#1). Locate Override button coming from Powercode Module (usually mounted in driver’s side kick panel or under dash).

#2). Open driver’s door and turn key to ON position.

#3). Press and hold Override Button until horn chirps.

#4). Press again until FOUR chirps are heard.  This is option bank #1.

#5). Press lock button on the trim switch (scroll down) to select first option in option bank #1.
       The horn will chirp once to indicate first option in option bank #1.

#6) Make sure a window is rolled down and shut all doors.

This is the Lite Touch Adjustment Programming Option.  When in this programming option the vehicle will CHIRP the
horn when an impact is detected.

To test and adjust current sensitivity level: Start with a light tap on outer rim of steering wheel with open palm of hand.
Gradually increase force of tap until horn chirp is detected.  This should be set to chirp at a Light to Medium Impact
level.

Pressing LOCK button on the trim switch will decrease sensitivity. Pressing UNLOCK will increase sensitivity.

#7). When properly adjusted, open a door, press lock button on trim switch (scroll down) to select second option in
option bank #1. The horn will chirp twice to indicate second option in option bank #1. Shut door again.

This is the Full Shock Adjustment Programming Option.  When in this programming option the vehicle will CHIRP the
horn when an impact is detected.

To test and adjust current sensitivity level: Start with a light tap on outer rim of steering wheel with open palm of hand.
Gradually increase force of tap until horn chirp is detected.  This should be set to chirp at a High impact level.

Pressing LOCK button on trim switch will decrease sensitivity. Pressing UNLOCK will increase sensitivity.

Only a High impact of open hand on steering wheel should cause a chirp.  Light to Medium impacts need to be adjusted
down by pressing the UNLOCK button on Powercode key fob.

#7). When completed, turn key to OFF.

#8). Arm system and recheck the new settings.

3 CONTINUED
System Programming Instructions (Con’t)
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Securilock (PATS) Interface Programming and Remote Start Operation Test
(two programmed PATS ignition keys are required for this step)
NOTE: This step does not apply to Econoline, SuperDuty Pick-ups and Escort
A. Sitting in the driver seat, be prepared to press the brake pedal to shut down the remote starter system.
B. Using the first key, turn the ignition on, wait for the THEFT light to turn off, then turn the ignition off and remove key from the ignition

switch.
C. Using the second key, turn the ignition on, wait for the THEFT light to turn off, then turn the ignition off and remove key from the  ignition

switch.
D. Activate the remote start function using the PowerCode remote control transmitter.

The system should flash the parking lights and chirp the horn one time, pause for four seconds then start then start the engine.
E. After the engine is started. Press the brake pedal to shutdown the engine.

The Securilock interface is now programmed. If the theft light begins flashing rapidly and/or the engine does not crank or cranks but
will not start, refer to the troubleshooting information below.

F. Open the hood.
G. Sitting in driver’s seat, be prepared to press the brake pedal, activate the start function.

The system should chirp the horn two (2) times and abort the start sequence.
H. Close the hood.
I. Place ignition key in the ignition cylinder.
J. Again, Sitting in driver’s seat, be prepared to press the brake pedal and activate a start sequence.

The system should chirp the horn one (1) time pause four seconds, then chirp the horn two (2) times and abort the start sequence.

In steps G and J above, the engine MUST NOT start! If the system starts the engine in either steps G or J, check your hood tilt switch
installation and key-in-sense connection.

Troubleshooting steps:
A. If the Securilock interface fails to program (theft light flashing), check the following:

When programming the Securilock Interface timing is important, make sure that you:
1. Turn the ignition on with the second key within 5 seconds of the theft light going out on the first key;
2. Engage the remote start within 5 seconds of the theft going out on the second key;
3. Remove the second ignition key before engaging the remote starter.

NOTE: If a third (or more) PATS ignition key has been programmed to the vehicle using either the Ford NGS or WDS programmers, the “Add
Key” mode described in the installation manual may have been disabled. If this is the case, use the NGS or WDS programmer to either re-
enable the “add key” mode or program the Securilock Interface kit following the NGS or WDS procedure in the vehicle service manual for
adding a new PATS key.
B. If the theft light is solid and engine cranks but will not start:

Check all Ignition (Hot through run and crank circuits) and Heater (Run circuits). Make sure that the correct outputs from the
PowerCode module are connected to the correct vehicle circuits. Reversing the heater and ignition circuits from the PowerCode
system will not permanently damage the vehicle but may cause the remote start function to not work and/or set a PCM error codes
(which will cause the check engine light to stay on). If the check engine light stays on, use the NGS or WDS testers to identify which
fault code has been set. The fault code will help identify which circuit is not properly connected.
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4 Tach (Idle speed) programming - Remote Start Systems Only
A. Make sure that the hood is closed before proceeding.
B. Enter option learn mode as described in step 2 of this section.
C. € RKE/VSS/RMST & RKE/RMST systems - Advance to option bank # 5 (8 chirps)

€ RMST system - Advance to option bank #2 (5 chirps) .
D. € RKE/VSS/RMST & RKE/RMST system - Advance to option #6;

€ RMST system - Advance to option #2.
E. Press and hold in the brake pedal and start the engine using the ignition key.

Allow the engine to settle to a normal idle speed. The system will chirp the horn every three (3) seconds if a valid tach signal is
detected.

F.  After the engine has settled to a normal idle speed, press and release the FIND/PANIC button (the horn will honk one (1) time) and turn
the ignition key off.

NOTE: If the system is not chirping the horn every three (3) seconds after the engine has started, the system is not seeing a valid tach
signal. Check your tach connection (refer to the appropriate vehicle specific wiring diagram)

System Programming Instructions - Remote Start Systems


